
REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION 
Irruptions of tits and other species.—It is now clear that the movements 

of tits (Parus spp.) and other birds, referred to last month (antea, p. 495), are 
larger and more complex than was at first apparent. Reports have come in 
of outbreaks of paper-tearing, putty-pecking, attacks on milk-bottles, etc., 
by tits in many parts of the country and information of this behaviour is now 
required in addition. 

In order to handle the increased mass of data more fully, Mr. S. Cramp is 
now joining Messrs. A. Pettet and J. T. R. Sharrock in the enquiry. All 
records should still be sent to Messrs. Pettet and Sharrock at the Botany 
Department, University of Southampton. 

The status of the Red-crested Pochard in the British Isles.—In recent 
years the Red-crested Pochard (Netta rufina) has been extending its range 
westwards in the northern half of Europe. As a result, for example, several 
pairs now nest annually in Holland (where it was unknown as a breeding 
species before the 1939-45 war) and moderate to substantial numbers now 
appear there in the late summer, gradually dispersing in the autumn. During 
the last few years the species has been of annual occurrence in Essex—chiefly 
at Abberton reservoir, near Colchester—most records referring to the period 
from August to December. Up to and including 1955, not more than 5 birds 
had been recorded there at any one time, but in November 1956 up to 22 were 
present, and this autumn a maximum of 16 have been recorded at Abberton 
and 4 at another reservoir in Essex. The fact that the species is becoming 
increasingly popular as an ornamental waterfowl in Britain obscures the 
matter considerably, but it does seem possible that some of the Essex birds 
may, in view of the season involved and the proximity of that county to 
Holland, be wild immigrants; and the same may apply to some of the other 
Red-crested Pochards that have been recorded in this country. 

Mr. G. A. Pyman is therefore trying to trace all records of. possibly wild 
Red-crested Pochards in the British Isles since 1948, so that they can be 
analysed as part of an attempt to assess the true status of this species in 
Britain today. If any of our readers has encountered this bird in an 
apparently wild state during the period in question, but has not reported the 
fact to any appropriate county report, we should be very grateful if details 
could be sent to Mr. Pyman at 99, Galleywood Road, Chelmsford, Essex. 

Waxwings in November 1957.—In our last issue (antea, p. 496) it was 
suggested that there might be another irruption of Waxwings (Bombycilla 
garrulus) in Britain during the month of November. In fact, a sizeable 
quantity of Waxwings have now arrived and we have received reports 
from a number of English and Scottish counties. For the most part, small 
parties seem to be involved, but among the flocks reported so far have been 
groups of 23 in Cumberland, about 30 in Banffshire and approximately 
50 in Norfolk. Thus, Dr. G. Svardson's forecast, made as long ago as last 
February and referred to in his paper in our August issue (antea, p. 339), 
seems to have been amply justified. 

As previously announced, Mr. R. K. Cornwallis is collecting records of the 
invasion in February and March 1957, and he would now like to receive these 
latest records as well, so that the two related irruptions can be analysed 
together. We should be very glad if all reports of Waxwings in the British 
Isles in 1957 could be sent to him at Bleasby Grange, Legsby, Market Rasen, 
Lines. 

Phalaropes in the autumn of 1957.—A considerable influx of Grey 
Phalaropes (Phalaropus fulicarius), and apparently smaller numbers of Red
necked (Ph. lobatus), occurred in Britain during the autumn of 1957, many 
parts of the coast and some inland localities being concerned. It is felt that 
the numbers of birds were sufficiently large to justify an analysis, with an 
examination of the weather and other factors involved. We ask, therefore, 
that all records not sent to a county bird report should be passed either to 
Mr. Bryan L. Sage, 11, Deepdene, Potters Bar, Middlesex, or to 
Mr. Bernard King, Mayfield, Uplands Road, Saltford, Bristol, as they have 
jointly undertaken this work. 
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A "wreck" of Little Auks?—During November 1957 large numbers of 
Little Auks (Plautus alle) were seen off various parts of the east coast of 
Britain, and we have received several reports of single birds in inland 
counties. It seems probable that the numbers of Little Auks in British 
waters have been unusually high, but that the lack of severe gales during most 
of the period concerned has prevented any real "wreck". It does not seem 
likely that there are sufficient data to warrant any analysis, but we should 
welcome further information. 

The increased wintering by Ruffs during 1954-57.—At the time of the 
publication of Vol. IV The Handbook (1940) Ruffs (Philomachus pugnax) were 
considered to be no more than "occasional" as winter-visitors to the British 
Isles, but now, for some years past, wintering Ruffs have been observed 
regularly in several counties, perhaps particularly Devon, Cambridgeshire, 
Nottingham and Cheshire. Further, in the last four winters the species 
seems to have become increasingly widespread and we feel therefore that 
there should be an attempt to assess the extent of this change of status. A 
number of 1954-55 records were given by Mr. J. A. G. Barnes in his paper 
on the "Delayed emigration of certain birds in autumn 1954" (antea, vol. 
xlix, pp. 169-170) and some records have appeared in various county bird 
reports. We believe, however, that there are many occurrences which have 
not been reported to any county organization and we should be very grateful 
if all such for the years 1954-57 could be sent to Mr. B. L. Sage, 11, Deepdene, 
Potters Bar, Middlesex. 

CALENDARS A N D CHRISTMAS CARDS 
We have received, for review, several Calendars and Christmas Cards. 

Readers of British Birds will be interested to know that the BRITISH TRUST 
FOR ORNITHOLOGY are this year selling four photographic cards using the 
plates of Kentish Plover, Kite, Nightingale and Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, 
by Stuart Smith and Eric Hosking, which appeared on the covers of our 
March, April, May and June issues. These are obtainable from the B.T.O., 
2. King Edward Street, Oxford, price 6d. each or 6s. a dozen, including 
envelopes (plus postage sd. a dozen, 2jd. each additional dozen). The B.T.O. 
also offer Chistmas cards with black-and-white drawings of Dipper and 
Peregrine, by Roger Tory Peterson and Maurice Wilson respectively, at the 
same prices; in addition, a Fulmar in colour, by Peter Scott, at gd. each or 
9s. a dozen (postage 8d. a dozen, or 5d. a half-dozen). Other cards and 
calendars include the following: — 
R.S.P.B. BIRD CALENDAR 1958 (6s. 6d., including postage, from R.S.P.B., 
25, Eccleston Square, London, SW.i.).—This is a beautiful calendar, 7" x 8", 
in full colour, with a cover photograph of Blackbird, by John Markham, and 
photographs for every two months, of Long-eared Owl, Great Crested Grebe, 
Gannet, Chiffchaff, Flamingos and Merlin, by J. T. Fisher, J. Reynolds, 
J. Markham, Eric Hosking, G. K. Yeates and G. Farrar respectively. 
R.S.P.B. CHRISTMAS CARDS (IOS. a dozen, including postage, from R.S.P.B., 
25, Eccleston Square, London, S.W.i.).—There are four attractive designs by 
C F. Tunnicliffe, all in colour, of Partridge, Shelduck, Grey Wagtail and 
Bullfinch. 

COUNTRY LIFE "BIRDS OF BRITAIN" CALENDAR 1958 (6s., from booksellers and 
newsagents).—An excellently produced calendar, 10" X 8|", with a black-and 
white photograph for each fortnight, all by Eric Hosking. Among the species 
illustrated are several taken in southern Spain on the expeditions referred to 
in the comparison between the Camargue and the Coto Doflana, that appears 
on pages 497-519 and plates 69-80; these include Kite, Night Heron, Squacco 
Heron, Bee-eater, Little Egret and Pratincole.. 

Finally there is a rather special publication which will be of interest to all 
naturalists and others wishing to keep brief, but complete, records of their 
local weather and temperatures. This is a WEATHER RECORD CHATJT AND 
CALENDAR combined, that is published (price ios.) by Messrs. Edward Mortimer, 
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Ltd., 12, Thayer Street, London, W.i . It is designed to hang on the wall, like 
an ordinary calendar, but its large size (9J" X 14") makes it possible for 
each of the twelve monthly sheets to include the day of the week and the date, 
and, opposite each, fourteen columns for recording various barometer readings, 
wind, temperature, inches of rain, hours of sunshine, and "Remarks". Each 
page has a table of "Normals" based on the official records at Kew, and the 
whole calendar is made complete by a very full explanatory introduction and 
a map showing the names of the sea and land areas used in weather reports 
and forecasts about the British Isles 


